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Introduction to WMG

 Established in 1980

 University of Warwick department

 600+ staff in 10 buildings

 Education in 7 countries

 Collaborative R&D with 1,000+
companies

 1,400+ SME engagements

 Multi-disciplinary teams

 Annual programme of £100m



Our Founder

“Academic excellence with
industrial relevance has
always been at the heart of
what we do… it’s what makes
us unique.”

Professor Lord Kumar Bhattacharyya



WMG Research Teams

The majority of our work is focused on TRL 4 to 6 in partnership with industry



A Selection Of Our Industry Partners



AFRC

CPI

NAMRC

AMRC

MTC

NCC

High Value Manufacturing Catapult

 Founded in 2011

 Consortium of 7 research centres

 To accelerate & de-risk innovation

 To drive growth in manufacturing

 WMG is focussed on Low Carbon Mobility…



Technology Transfer from Automotive to other Transport Sectors



Advanced Propulsion Systems (APS)

Research in:

 Electric machines

 Power electronics

 Systems integration

Comprehensive test facility

 Any hybrid or all-electric vehicle
architecture

 Accurate & repeatable
assessment

 Hardware-in-loop (HiL) testing



CAV: 3xD Simulator

 Representative of real world conditions

 Vehicle agnostic, adaptive system

 High definition visualisation & 3D surround sound

 “Driver” in-the-loop

 Driver eye tracking technology

 Remote sensing technologies



Lightweight Structures (LS)

 A focus on multi-material
structures

 Next-generation high-strength
steels

 Advanced joining and machining
techniques

 High fidelity multi-material /
process characterisation

 High-speed, low-cost structural
composites manufacture

 Dedicated 380m² facility



Energy Storage and Management: Energy Innovation Centre

Modelling and Simulation
Control systems and integration



Challenge

 Urgent need to improve under-performing battery pack used in the
Routemaster hybrid diesel-electric bus manufactured by Wrightbus

 Negative publicity in the media

Solution

 Performance evaluated – battery lifetime of only 6 months – wrong
battery chemistry for heavy duty cycles plus inadequate cooling

 Alternative battery chemistry (Lithium Titanate) and supplier engaged

 Solution delivered in 3 month timeframe

 Predicted lifetime of 15 years

Impact

 Original design-life achieved

 Public confidence restored in the hybrid Routemaster bus

Example Industrial Project: Wrightbus (London Routemaster Bus)



Rail at WMG



Traditional Rail & Trams
• Typically heavy (vehicles and infrastructure)

• Highly regulated and standards driven

• Slow to innovate

• Risk averse

• Provides effective mass transit solutions

• Delivers rapid journeys on purpose-built alignments

• BUT Very Expensive

Fixed routes (permanent ways) are liked by passengers as they can rely on them and they encourage
economic development along the route

However, transport authorities and local councils struggle to gain approval for new or reopened
routes because of the huge costs of construction and high operating costs

? Is there another way to implement rail based transport services ?



How WMG became involved in Rail

In 2014, the Rail Safety and Standards Board (RSSB) asked WMG if it could assist in
driving innovation in the rail sector by encouraging the transfer of proven technology
from the automotive sector

RSSB also asked WMG to be ‘disruptive innovators’ in rail, questioning the status quo

At the time RSSB was running its Radical Train funding competition that led to the
launch of the Revolution Very Light Rail project, in which WMG became a consortium
partner

DfT asked the Revolution consortium to focus initially on making branch line services
more affordable and sustainable



Revolution will enable lower-cost connectivity of non-electrified suburban and rural areas,
including the revitalisation of unprofitable branch lines and reopening of previously closed
‘Beeching’ lines

This is key to sustainable short-range public transport systems

Revolution VLR Railcar



VLR is compelling where the full benefits of light-weighting, self-propulsion, digital control
(and ultimately autonomy) can be exploited:

• vehicles allow lower-cost, less-substantial track and infrastructure

• vehicles designed for low cost manufacture allowing lower prices and bigger fleets

• light weight prefabricated track sections enable fast installation and reduces the need

to move underlying services for on-road running

• self-propulsion eliminates need and cost of overhead electrification

• hybrid drives reduce diesel fuel costs by up to 50%

• digital control eliminates track side signals

Benefits of VLR Technology



Revolution VLR Project Summary
• Awarded £1.1m by RSSB from the Radical Train Competition in 2014 to create a

very light-weight railcar (less than 1 tonne per linear metre) with novel self-
propelled bogies incorporating full hybrid drive system – consortium led by TDI

• Phase 1 of the project completed in September 2016 - detailed vehicle concept
design submitted to RSSB

• Phase 2 of the project commenced January 2018 to construct a fully functional
demonstrator, requiring approximately £5.5m of funds

• RSSB/DfT has committed £2.75m into Phase 2

• Eversholt Rail has made a significant investment and committed to take the vehicle
to market. It will assist in gaining a ‘certificate to operate’ as well as identifying the
first routes for operation



Vehicle Styling

56 seats + 2 tip-ups; 1 wheelchair; 60 standees
18 tonnes tare (less than half the weight of DMUs)
100kph top speed
All electric braking and launch from stations



Modular Vehicle Architecture

Exploded view of Revolution modular car-body subassemblies

Power pack
incorporates
2.8l euro 6
diesel engine
with generator
and lithium
titanate battery



Revolution Power Pack (2 per Revolution Vehicle)

130kW 2.8l euro 6 diesel engine
700V lithium titanate battery, 30kWh, 110kW

WMG is leading on the power pack development



Revolution Low Voltage Control System

• Dual vehicle
controller

• CAN network
• Safety critical



Inside Revolution Railcar



VLR for Urban Trams



Coventry Very Light Rail Project
Coventry is growing rapidly
• as are many medium sized cities in the UK

Significant road congestion and emissions
• urgent need for an improved public transport

system which encourages modal shift from
cars – light rail (tram) solutions have done
this elsewhere

Trams offer a ‘permanent way’
• this attracts passengers and encourages

economic development along the route

Light rail tram systems are too expensive
• Medium size cities (e.g. Coventry) cannot

generate a business case for the required
capital construction or operating costs

In 2016 Coventry City Council expressed interest in the
Revolution project and asked if a VLR approach could create
a lower-cost tram solution for cities the size of Coventry.



Existing light rail track costs between £35m - £50m per km
These costs arise from:
• no two schemes are the same and there is little learning transferred from previous projects
• substantial civil engineering to reinforce the road structure (concrete foundations can be up to

2m deep)
• construction based on steel reinforcements and wet concrete on site
• demand from utilities for their equipment to be moved from under the track
• The cost of overhead electrification

Cities the size of Coventry need a system cost of less than £7m per km

Why are Light Rail (Tram) Systems so Expensive?



Example Cost Breakdown of a Recent Tram Scheme

Major opportunity for savings from
• Off site manufactured track sections

• minimal utility diversions

Comms and
Stakeholder

0.5%
Design
3.4%

On-street
infrastructure

contract
53.8%

Land
4.0%

Legal
1.1%

Off-street
Infrastructure

2.7%

Project
management

11.5%

Operational
1.9%

Utilities
13.2%

Vehicles
8.1%

Edinburgh Tram Project
14km; £776m = £55m/km



In 2017, Coventry City Council commissioned WMG to carry out 2 feasibility studies:

1. A study focussed on low cost ‘tram’ vehicles conducted in partnership with TDI

2. A study focussed on potential low-cost utility-friendly track solutions

In early 2018 Coventry City Council awarded an £8.0m contract to WMG to oversee the development of a battery
powered vehicle and associated track solution which will be delivered by March 2021.

The Quest for Low Cost Urban Rail



The aim is to achieve a total whole-system target cost of around £7m per kilometre

The R&D programme is split into four work streams:

• Vehicle – (led by WMG) design and construction of a lightweight vehicle prototype, including a battery
propulsion system

• Track – (led by WMG) creation of an innovative low-cost track form which can be installed into roads with
minimal disruption to utilities’ equipment

• Route Selection – (Coventry City Council) route development, business case and Transport & Works Act Order

• Operations – (Transport for West Midlands): system operation (control, security, ticketing), passenger
information and communications

Coventry VLR Research & Development



Coventry City Council asked for:

• Single car capable of carrying around 50 passengers – vehicles to run on a 3 to 5 minute

headway

• Vehicle to be ‘autonomous ready’ to avoid the need for drivers as the scheme expands

• Turn radius down to 15m

• Battery powered to avoid the need for OLE

• A range of around 20km on a single charge

• Rapid charging at the end of a route

• Bi-directional car – driver’s cab at each end

• Low floor for easy entry

• Vehicle control system designed to SIL3

Vehicle Requirements



Coventry VLR Shuttle Dimensions

• 11 m long
• 2.7m wide
• 3.1m high
• 4 doors



Shuttle Body



Shuttle Cross Section



End Cross Section



Passenger Accommodation



Driver’s Control Panel



Exploded View Showing the Modular Construction



Finite Element Analysis • Modal analysis and torsional stiffness values applied to
the bogie design to improve accuracy of vehicle dynamics
analysis

• Current iterations show the vehicle exceeds the 10Hz
modal frequency target set

Name Symbol Units Value

Distance Across Slewing Ring A mm 171

Distance Between Bogies B mm 7600

Force N kN 65

Displacement C mm 1.5

Moment M 22230

Angle in Radians Θ radians 0.009

Torsional Stiffness - kN 1.93E+10



Light Weight Bogie Design

• Both axles driven
• Differentials to assist

cornering on tight curves
• All electric braking



High Voltage Battery System
• Lithium Titanate Chemistry
• Toshiba SCiB Type 3-23 2P12S Modules
• 44 Module Battery
• 3 Sub Packs
• 720V, 60kWh, 200kW



Electrical System



Battery Location

Battery packages along centerline of chassis
• Maximum protection from impact intrusion
Service disconnect access from underside via panel
• Maintenance access from topside not required



HVAC

HVAC units roof mounted

Location of roof mounted charging bus bars



Systems Integration
• Equipment has been positioned considering

servicing requirements
• HV and CAN cable pathways include access points



Track Project



Route Aspirations

• A clover leaf network
covering high density housing
and commercial areas of the
city

• Future shuttle line from city
centre to HS2 station at
Birmingham Airport

• First route now selected –
Coventry railway station
through city centre to UHCW

• Analysis shows the first route
will give the required benefit-
cost ratio required by DfT



Requirements of a Novel Track Form
• acceptance from utilities that relocation of their equipment is not generally required

• a robust substrate that sits flush in a road with rails embedded; substrate no thicker than
tarmac layer on surface of the road – minimising excavation

• modular construction with off-site manufacture - 6m to 8m long for easy transport

• rapid removal and reinstatement to cater for repairs and utilities’ access

• subsoil loads no greater than with existing road traffic (in particular HGVs)

• low noise and vibration emissions

• safe for pedestrians and cyclists

Low Profile Rall System

Surface Course

Binder Course

Base Course

Sub-base

Sub-grade

High performance Fibre Reinforced

Cementitious Composite（HPFRCC)

Slab Track – Stanton Bonna



Project Status
• Over the past 12 months WMG met with many rail and construction companies to

understand the current methods of building light rail systems and any emerging lower-cost
solutions – nothing identified that would meet Coventry’s needs

• Many meetings with rail consultants – risk is a major inhibitor to infrastructure innovation

• A number of companies demonstrated an interest to be involved in the track project

• Earlier this year WMG issued a call for expressions of interest

• A shortlist of 6 companies were selected to take forward

• A Formal Invitation to Tender was released this week

• Selection of the ‘Innovation Partner’ expected to be made in August 2019

• The ‘Innovation Partner’ may be a consortium of organisations



Coventry VLR High Level Plan

2018 202320222019 2020 2021

City of Culture
Exhibition

Coventry VLR
First Route start
of construction

Vehicle supplier
contracted

Vehicle design
sign off

Vehicle ready
for track
testing

Vehicle ready Autonomous vehicle
test start

Low cost trackform research

Transport Works Act for Coventry Very Light Rail

R&D track
build

R&D track
available

Track research project

low cost trackform prove out



Coventry VLR System Certification

By the end of the R&D phase of the Coventry VLR programme it will be
necessary to demonstrate that the shuttle, track solution and combination of
both satisfy an Independent Competent Person (ICP) that they are safe for
use as a public transport system and therefore can gain a ‘certificate to
operate’ from the Office for Road and Rail (ORR)

A purpose built test track will be needed to achieve this – the current plan is
for this to be located at the proposed Very Light Rail National Innovation
Centre at Castle Hill, Dudley



The Very Light Rail National Innovation Centre

Situated at Castle Hill, Dudley, on the site
of the former Dudley Station

2.2km twin test tracks

Hub & Spoke structure to deliver low cost rail

1. Lightweight structures

2. Propulsion and energy storage

3. Vehicle dynamics

4. Low cost civils & infrastructure

£24m project, opens April 2021



Proposed Test Track



‘Hub-to-Home’: the Next Revolution

Our vision is that VLR trains and shuttles will be part of solutions to carry
travellers the last few miles of a journey to their homes or work

These journeys might begin or be completed by autonomous road “pods”,
providing travellers with frictionless public transport from door-to-door



Questions?

Nick Mallinson
nick.mallinson@warwick.ac.uk
Tel: 07876218112
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